
HPWBANA Board Minutes, Yarborough Branch Library 

January 4, 2016.  Meeting was called to order at 7:09 p.m. 

In attendance:  Ty Allen, Donna Edgar, Jason Lindenschmidt, Dawn Lewis, Noel Stout, Piet Sybesma, 

Rebecca Spratlin, George Zwicker 

Absent:  Chereen Fisher 

The November 2, 2015 minutes were approved without objection. 

New Business:    

Google Fiber:  Mark Strama, president of Google Fiber was invited to attend this meeting and present 

up updates on Google Fiber and its impact on our neighborhood.  He or representatives were unable to 

attend.   

HPWBANA neighbor Dwayne Naumann reported on his ongoing experiences as Google Fiber is 

constructing its utility fiber facility across the street from home.   Mr. Naumann continues to deal with 

the problems associated with the construction.  He reiterated that he is not getting a response from 

Google, District 10’s Council Member Sheri Gallo and City of Austin staff in regards to his and his 

neighbor’s concerns.   He also notes that the COA owns the subdivided and undeveloped lots where the 

process is taking place, but the neighbors are mowing and maintaining the landscape. 

 Council Member Sheri Gallo:  Council Member Gallo said her staff was working with him on this issue—

although she says the council does not have that much influence over what the city manager does.    

Council Member Gallo brought up her concerns about the Transportation Network Companies and 

asked for opinions from neighbors about how they felt about the background check system—and if they 

had concerns about Uber and Lyft.  The response was mixed with some neighbors referencing the new 

TNC Get Me that has no problem with finger print checks.  Gallo will ask that school zones be extended.   

She also brought up the ¼ cent transportation fund remainder that the districts have asked for input on 

projects for spending.  CM Gallo advises that traffic lights/adaptive lighting were the high priorities with 

one location to be on 360, one on Burnet Road and one is on South Lamar.  The bulk of the funds are to 

be recommended for upgrading and repairing traffic lights in District 10 and cables in preparation for 

dynamic traffic signalization sometime in the future.  She also advised us that currently the traffic signals 

are retimed every three years.   And she discussed lighting issues for schools. 

Neighbors expressed concern about the continual traffic issues we have.  There are concerns about 

speeding, about congestion, the Y at Balcones and Parkcrest, etc.  Neighbor Mike Levy reported on a 

meeting the HPWBANA sponsored in which the COA had been asked to provide a transportation 

representative to come to our meeting and listen to our concerns.  He noted that the transportation 

engineer did not take notes at the meeting and that the city has not been responsive to our concerns.    

New Business: 

Membership Campaign:  George Zwicker will be joining Jason Lindenschmidt on recruitment.  There was 

discussion about how to raise extra money and attract more members.  Our primary goal is to make sure 

we have as many households in our neighborhood participate as members.  Business level member 



participation was discussed.   We are a 501(c) 4 organization, so donations are not tax-deductible.  We 

will have a campaign mailing in the spring and fall and may have a drop box at Russell’s Bakery. 

By-Law Changes:  The bylaws will be posted on the website for neighbor review and will be voted on in 

March. 

2017 Budget Approval:  It was decided that because time was running out, that the board would meet 

at a separate time to review the budget. 

Liability Insurance:  George Zwicker reported that he is working on our insurance, and is looking out 

how to package the directors insurance with general liability insurance.  Neighbor Mike Levy reiterated 

that it is important for our board to have liability insurance.    

Confirming E-Mail Votes:  The Board affirmed the e-mail vote on HPWBANA List Serve Guidelines and 

the support of an appeal to the Board of Adjustment challenging the City’s ruling that property owners 

within 200 feet of the Bull Creek property do not have petition rights. 

Standing Committees: 

Traffic and Safety: There continues to be concern about traffic violations in our neighborhood.   Our 

neighbors pay the cost of a Constable to patrol our neighborhood.  Although we have traffic and safety 

issues, because our neighborhood is safer than others, we have less police in the area.  Council Member 

Gallo suggested we talk to Officer Darrell Grayson, our neighborhood police representative.  The City 

Council has asked that the police not pull officers out of neighborhoods to go to special events; 

however, the police are responsible for ensuring event safety as well and our city hosts many events. 

Preservation and Zoning:  

There is concern about the variance applied for at 3301 Perry Lane, in which the owner requested a 

variance on the setback so they could install a rainwater harvest system on the side of the home, rather 

than in the rear.  The board will review the application and decide whether HPWBANA should take a 

stance. 

Special Committee Reports: 

Bull Creek Road Coalition:  Donna Edgar reported that the coalition is continuing to have concerns 

about Milestone Properties and the difficulty of negotiating with Garrett Martin, as he continues to 

provide information that appears disingenuous to the reality of the impact of the actual Milestone 

Properties development plan.  She encouraged all neighbors to get engaged and express concerns to 

City Council Gallo as well as others on the Council 

The meeting adjourned at 8:42 pm. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Dawn Lewis, Secretary 

 

  


